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Surface Energy

Atoms in the bulk and surface regions:

 Surface: atoms possess higher energy since they are less tightly 
bound

 Bulk: atoms possess lower energy since they are much tightly 
bound

The sum of all the excess energies of the surface atoms is the 
surface energy
Surface energy is of the essence of “energy”, and can be 
defines in term of Gibbs free energy: dG ≡ − SdT + VdP + γdA



Surface Energy

System tends to reduce its free energy as it is reaching

the equilibrium state. In some cases, this stable state can

be achieved by the reduction of the surface energy of

system.

 Smaller drops aggregate into larger ones.

 Sintering of small metal or ceramic particles under high

temperature.



Surface energy for solid

 Through the concept of sublimation energy, we could then 

define the energy of one bond for atoms in crystal .

 For one-mole crystal, there are NA atoms and at least 0.5NA

bonds will form among them. Take the coordination number 

into account, there will be (0.5NA*Z) bonds in one-mole crystal.

 The energy of one bond can thus be written as:

where ΔHS is the molar enthalpy of sublimation.



Surface energy of (111) plane

 For the (111) plane in FCC crystal, atoms at the surface possess a 

CN of 9, which means that 3 bonds per atoms are broken at the 

surface of (111).

 the energy required to form one (111) surface in FCC can be 

given as:

E (111) = (energy of one bond)*(number of bonds broken / atom)

Energy required per surface atom



Definition of Surface Energy

The surface energy γ is then defines as follows:

γ ≡ (Energy required per surface atom)*(number of 

surface atom/surface area)

γ



(111) plane in FCC crystal

For (111) plane in FCC crystal:

Atom at the surface process a CN of 8,

meaning 4 bonds per atom are broken

at the surface (100).

The ratio of the two surface energy is about:



Relative surface energy

An excess of energy at the interface between two different 

phases in solid can be referred as: γab

 Due to the difference in atomic vibration mode 

 Cohesive force



Phase separation at equilibrium: 
(solid-solid interface)

Three phases different in composition/orientation are allowed to 
equilibrate to form:

Determine the relative surface energy by 
measuring the angles among those phases



Thank you for your time!


